Crimson River Populace Meeting
June 1st, 2006

In Attendance

Einar, Aesa, Mordan, Sakura, Ryuzo, Edward, Celeste, Morgan, Andriet, Hulde, Jennifer, Mike, Myrddyn.

Officer Reports
SENESCHAL — EINAR KUELDULFSON

Nothing to Report.
ARTS & SCIENCES — LORD EDWARD MCTAVISH

Please make things and let the MOAS know what it is that you are making so that it can go into the kingdom
report. A&S night will be open for anyone wanting to teach it for the next night. The following night will be a
heraldry class and after that the Deputy MOAS will step in and if anyone wishes to teach a class at that point they
are encouraged to do so and should contact the Deputy MOAS.
KNIGHT’S MARSHAL — SIR MORDAN PERSENCHENEV

There have not been a lot of people at the Sunday practice as of late likely due to events but would like to
encourage anyone not going to events to come on out and fight.
As of today, lanyards are required on all one handed weapons. Fighters handbook revision is coming out soon.
The Highland Games are this weekend in Glasgow, KY and anyone not attending an event that would like to come
up and help the Loch an Fhraioch group with their demo there should come out. Participants should be able to
make it back for fighter practice on Sunday if they wish to go. If anyone wishes to do some work on armor or have
an armor working get-together just let the marshal know.
Marshal will be updating knowledge on youth combat so that we can begin to have that in the shire if any are
interested. Also as for armor requirements, an aventail is no longer to be used in place of a gorget alone but must
have at minimum a padded collar underneath.
EXCHEQUER — TAKEDA SAKURA

Sent out the old report that kingdom was requesting.
CHATELAINE — THL CELESTE ALINOR COURTENAY DE MONTMORENCY

THL Celeste Courtenay de Montmorency stated that she should have a local newcomers handbook completed
within the next two weeks.
CHRONICLER — AESA DARBJARNARDOTIR

Requesting submissions for first newsletter, also still need officer letters. Also at the time of chronicler report a
vote was held for the name of the shire newsletter. It was decided by popular vote that the new name of the
newsletter will be The Crimson Letter.
Herald This coming Saturday at 3PM we will be having a persona development meeting/class at the Montgomery
County Library.
WEB MINISTER — TAKEDA SAKURA

The web site/forum is up and running.

Old Business
BLACK ROSE

The shire event is scheduled for the weekend of September 16th. It will likely be held at the Cumberland Center,
they have been contacted but neither the location nor the cost are definite. The event flier will be submitted to
kingdom with all unknown info listed as TBA. Activities, other than children’s activities, have been set but
volunteers are still needed for all aspects of the event. It was also suggested that the shire do some site clean-up as
the owners of the Cumberland Center have been accommodating in the past to financial needs. discussed and it

Feast-crat needed. Einar volunteered but was turned down as he has never hosted/assisted with a feast
previously. Andriet volunteered to feast-crat with Einar as an assistant. This was accepted. Also sites for next
years event were was decided that the shire should look into Pennyrile state park.

New Business
FUNDRAISER LUNCH

A fundraiser luncheon at our event was brought up and discussed that perhaps the shire should do at its own
so as to raise extra money for the shire funds.
AUCTION

Lord Edward MacTavish made an item to auction to go toward the shire funds as well. The item went for $9
and was sold to Jennifer Lowery. Lord Edward suggests that members of the populous either bring in items
that they have and do not want any longer or make things to auction off so as to bolster our shire funds.

Open Floor
HEADER

Hulde von Falkenstein brought up the idea of contacting a local assistance organization that helps non-profit
organizations do things like locate meeting places. This was agreed to be looked into.

